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Abstract: Based on the DFT-level calculated molecular volume (Vmol) 

of pyrrole and its liquid density, pyrrole manifests the highest liquid 

density coefficient LDc (defined as [Vmol • density • 0.6023]/FW) value 

of 0.7. Normal liquids have LDc < 0.63. This very high LDc is due to 

the strong N-H…π interactions in solution and hence pyrrole can be 

considered to be a pseudo-crystalline liquid. When trapped inside the 

confined space of the crystalline sponge a reorientation of the N-H…π 

interaction is observed leading to specific cyclic N-H…π tetramers and 

N-H…π dimers, verified by single crystal X-ray crystallographic and 

computational methods. These tetramers are of the same size as four 

pyrrole molecules in the solid-state of pyrrole, yet the cyclic N-H…π 

intermolecular interactions are circularly oriented instead of the linear 

zig-zag structure found in the X-ray structure of a solid pyrrole. The 

confinement thus acts as an external driving force for the tetramer 

formation. 

Introduction 

Molecular aggregation due to self-association is one of the most 

fundamental characters of chemical compounds.[1] When it occurs, 

it affects the basic physical properties of the compound, such as 

chemical shift in the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

experiment, frequencies in rotational and vibrational spectra. 

Hence, the characterization of the self-aggregating behavior is 

generally done through NMR, microwave or infrared spectrum 

with the help of theoretical calculations.[2] Single crystal X-ray 

crystallography, when successful, allows determination of the 

molecular assembling accurately at atomic level.[3] However, the 

requirement of a good quality single crystal limits its applicability. 

A huge progress was made in the structure determination of 

liquids or non-crystalline substances in 2013[4] thanks to the 

development of the crystalline sponge method (CSM),[5] where 

the metal organic frameworks (MOFs) with permanent porosity 

was used to trap and orient the target molecules thus avoiding the 

need of a single crystal of the target compound.[4,5] Inspired by the 

CSM, we gathered if it would be possible to use it to study the 

intermolecular interactions and molecular aggregation of non-

crystalline substances. Recently, we tried to form a halogen-

bonded[7] complex inside the channel of the ZnI2-TPT crystalline 

sponge,[8] yet we observed that instead of forming the halogen-

bonded complex, the halogen bond (XB) donors 

(diiodotetrafluorobenzene and diiodobenzene) tend to bind with 

the sponge framework walls, as they fit very well into the cavity 

and form C-I…I-Zn halogen bonds.  

We wondered what if a different type of XB acceptor would be 

used in conjunction with iodopentafluorobenzene (IPFB) as the 

XB donor. Due to its strong π-character that could potentially form 

XB with IPFB, we selected pyrrole. From another point of view, 

pyrrole is also considered as a pseudo-crystalline liquid[9] 

because of the ubiquitous N-H…π interactions and the highest 

liquid density coefficient LDc (defined as [Vmol • density • 

0.6023]/FW) of 0.7. These features allow efficient self-

aggregation via N-H…π even in diluted solutions.[10] Once self-

association occurs, the already known unsolvated crystal 

structure of pyrrole[11] enables us to make detailed comparison. 

Furthermore, the interests in pyrrole also lie in the fact that the 

five member heterocycle is one of the most important subunits in 

both chemistry and biology. 

In view of the above consideration, in this work we utilized the 

classical CS ZnX2-TPT (X = Cl, Br, I; TPT = 2,4,6-tri(4-pyridyl)-

1,3,5-triazine) to “re-crystallize” the pyrrole-IPFB solution, and 

took the advantage of its confined space to either induce the XB 

interaction between pyrrole and IPFB, or re-orient the pyrrole 

molecules and direct the formation of some certain specific 

aggregations as happening in its liquid solution. The experimental 

results revealed that instead of forming the pyrrole-IPFB XB pair, 

the pyrrole and the XB donor molecules were separately 

distributed in the sponge channel. In detail, pseudo two-

dimensional crystals of pyrrole form, where the unprecedented 

tetrameric cluster showing a cyclic geometry was constantly 
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present. Theoretical calculations also confirmed the preferred 

formation of the cyclic tetramer of pyrrole due to the strong 

synergic effect of the NH...π interactions. 

Results and Discussion 

Crystallography 

The single crystals of the ZnX2-TPT (X = Cl, Br, I) sponge were 

obtained with the improved method.[12] Before used for absorbing 

guests, the crystals were rinsed by chloroform and then soaked 

in the mixed solution of pyrrole and the XB donor. They were kept 

in the solution for three days, followed by the single crystal X-ray 

diffraction experiment at 100 K. After tens of tests, we found the 

the target guests can be readily adsorbed into the channels of CS, 

in particular with the help of the residual chloroform. Instead of 

forming the C-I…π XB pair, the pyrrole and the XB donor 

molecules were separately distributed in the sponge channel. 

Among others, in the case of IPFB&PR@ZnI2-TPT (IPFB, PR = 

pyrrole), the pyrrole molecules distributed in a well ordered 

manner. 

 

Figure 1. A) the distribution of the 11 symmetry-independent pyrrole molecules 

relative to the CS framework with the CS in capped sticks style and the guests 

in ball-and-stick; the pyrrole tetramer in red and the one together with the 

tetramer forming a pentamer in cyan, the two pyrrole dimers in green, the two 

“isolated” pyrrole in blue, and the chloroform and iodopenta-fluorobenzene in 

orange; only part of the CS framework around the 11 pyrrole was shown for 

clarity; B) the ORTEP plots showing the intermolecular interactions among the 

guests. The short interactions are shown as red and the long in yellow dotted 

lines 

The structural analysis of IPFB&PR@ZnI2-TPT indicated that the 

space group changed from the original C2/c to P21/c after trapping 

the guests. The symmetry breaking phenomenon was also 

observed when the crystal sponge was used to absorb molecular 

iodine, where the same P21/c space group was found.[13] The ZnI2-

TPT framework itself tends to maintain C2/c space group 

symmetry (Figure S1), while the distribution of the guest 

molecules significantly deviates from the C2 axis and the center 

of inversion at (1/2, 1/4, 1/4). Also the 90:10 disorder of the Zn 

and I atoms does not follow the C2/c symmetry.  

The asymmetric unit cell contains one chloroform, one IPFB 

and 11 independent pyrrole molecules, in addition to the six -ZnI2 

moieties connected by four TPT molecules forming the framework. 

The IPFB forms halogen bonds to –ZnI2 site of the framework (ESI, 

Figure S2). It is extremely interesting to find that the 11 pyrroles 

are well ordered in the channel of the CS although there are no 

strong host-guest interactions to “lock” them (Figure 1A). This 

allows for the detailed determination of the intermolecular 

interactions and the relative orientation of the pyrrole molecules. 

The details of the structural analysis are documented in the SI. It 

should be noted that the N atoms of the pyrrole molecules have 

been assigned based on the largest electron density of the pyrrole 

ring (Figure S2, S3 and S4).  

The 11 symmetry-independent pyrrole molecules can be 

divided into five groups, which contains five, two, two, one and 

one pyrrole molecules, respectively (Figure 1B). In the largest 

group, the five pyrroles are interacting with each other via N-H…π 

hydrogen bonds. Among them, four (PR1, PR2, PR3 and PR4) 

form a cyclic tetrameric pyrrole array. The fifth pyrrole (PR5) 

shows a N-H...C H-bond to the tetramer, while the chloroform 

interacts with the pyrrole P5 ring through its acidic hydrogen atom. 

The chloroform also shows weak C-Cl…I contact with a Cl…I 

separation of 3.590 Å and a C-Cl…I angle of 174.61° with the 

sponge framework (Figure 4 and S10-S15). Such contacts, 

despite being weak, were also found and played crucial role in the 

earlier reported structures.[14] In addition, weak CH…π and CH…I 

interactions between the tetrameric cluster and the wall of CS 

were observed, which partially support and direct the cluster 

formation (Figure S16). One of the two pyrrole molecule groups 

(PR6 and PR7) is relatively “free” in the cavity with no significant 

contacts with the surrounding framework or other guests. The N-

H…π hydrogen bond in the PR6-PR7 dimer results in a close to 

“T” shaped geometry, where the N-H of PR7 interacts with one of 

the carbon atoms of the PR6 with H...C distance of 2.408 Å and 

N-H...C of 169.80°. The pyrroles PR8 and PR9 also interact via 

N-H…π bond to form a similar  “T” shape with the N-H bond of 

PR9 pyrrole pointing to the center of the PR8 (H...centroidpyrrole = 

2.124 Å, N-H...centroidpyrrole = 172.51°). A similar CH...I 

interaction between PR8 and the I-Zn-I group of the CS wall 

occurs (Figure S16). PR9 is partially stabilized through π…π 

interaction with the IPFB, which shows a weak halogen bond to 

the sponge wall (RXB = 0.902). Thus the CH…I and π…π account 

for this dimer formation. It should be noted that the geometry of 

these dimers are different with that derived from the theoretical 

calculations (Figure S17). The two “isolated” pyrrole molecules 

(PR10 and PR11) reside relatively far away from the PR1 – PR9. 

PR10 and PR11 show multiple weak interactions with the 

framework walls, such as NH...I hydrogen bonds and CH…π/π…π 

contacts. 
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Figure 2. The orientation of the pyrrole molecules (CPK mode) in the channels 

of the CS along the crystallographic b-axis direction (A) and in (1 0 -1) plane (B) 

with the same color codes as in Figure 1A. The CS framework was excluded for 

clarity. 

As described above, with the help of IPFB and chloroform, the CS 

guides and positions the pyrrole molecules into its two-

dimentional channels (Figure 2). 

The occurrence of the cyclic tetramer of pyrrole in the channel 

of the CS is unexpected. To probe this we then analysed the 

structures of two other similar systems, IB&PR@ZnI2-TPT and 

PR@ZnBr2-TPT (IB = iodobenzene). Surprisingly, the very similar 

pyrrole tetramers observed in IPFB&PR@ZnI2-TPT and 

supported by the same pyrrole-chloroform pairs were detected in 

IB&PR@ZnI2-TPT and PR@ZnBr2-TPT (Figure 3). Contrary to 

IPFB&PR@ZnI2-TPT these two CSs crystalized in the original 

space group C2/c, causing disorder of the pyrrole molecules 

inside the channels (Figure S5, S6). 

 

Figure 3. The re-oriented pyrrole tetramer in the crystalline sponge (top), and 

the CPK style plots of the cyclic tetramers supported by the chloroform-pyrrole 

pair in the structure of IPFB&PR@ZnI2-TPT (left), IB&PR@ZnI2-TPT (middle), 

and PR@ZnBr2-TPT (right), respectively. 

 

Figure 4. The pyrrole tetramer in the pyrrole crystal (A) and the comparison of 

the geometry of the tetrameric cluster of pyrrole in the IPFB&PR@ZnI2-TPT 

(B) with the centroid…centroid distances labelled.  

The intermolecular N-H…π interactions between the pyrrole 

molecules in gas, pure liquid and unsolvated crystalline state 

have been confirmed previously.[9-11] In its pure single 

crystalline form,[11] the N-H…π interactions link the pyrroles 

into a one-dimentional chain, which are packed together via 

van der Waals forces along the crystallographic ac plane 

(Figure S7-S10). Interestingly, a structurally similar cyclic 

tetramer can be located in the crystal lattice, but it is not a 

real tetramer, yet more like a 3 + 1 arrangement between two 

one-dimensional strands of the pyrrole molecules (Figure 

S8). As shown in Figure 4, the centroid to centroid distances 

of the neighboring pyrroles in the solid pyrrole and crystalline 

sponge are almost identical, varying from 4.36 to 4.52 Å. 

Accordingly, the tetramers take up nearly the same volume, 

316.89 Å3 inside the CS (IPFB&PR@ZnI2-TPT) and 317.48 

Å3 in the solid[11] pyrrole. The difference is that instead of four 

cyclic NH…π interactions observed in CS, the two N-H…π 

interactions supplemented with two weak C-H…π in the solid 

pyrrole leads to a dense packing with Pc of 76.49%[15] and 

resulting in a density of 1.17 g/cm3.[11] All the intermolecular 

interactions in both structures were examined by the 

Hirshfeld surface analysis[16] (Figure S10-S15).  

As a comparison, we also calculated the Pc of pyrrole 

tetramer in the channel of the crystalline sponge. In the CS, 

the 11 pyrrole molecules take up around 1391.3 Å3 (with a 

probe of 1.2 Å calculated by zeo++[16]). Given the molecular 

volume of the pyrrole molecule of 80.71 Å3, the Pc is 63.8% 

in the crystalline sponge, much higher than the 55% in the 

traditional supramolecular system proposed by Rebek. [17] 

The liquid density coefficient LDc for the pyrrole liquid is 0.7, 

much higher than for usual liquid solvents (Table S1), 

implying that the pyrrole molecules in the liquid pyrrole are 

spatially nearly as close together as they are in the solid 

pyrrole due to nearly as strong N-H…π interactions. The 

lower density and Pc for all the CS-encapsulated pyrroles 

compared to the liquid pyrrole may be caused by the 

confinement effect of the nano-scale channel in the 

crystalline sponge.[18] As for the pyrrole tetramer itself, the 

four pyrrole molecules pack as efficiently as those in the 

pyrrole crystal, since they show the similar geometry and the 

same volume and can be regarded as stable supramolecular 

clusters trapped inside the channels of the CS.  
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Computational Study 

To have a deeper insight to the formation of the pyrrole 

clusters and the interactions between the pyrrole molecules, 

a series of geometry optimizations at the level of B97-3c 

combined with the single point energy clculation with M06-

2X/def2-TZVPPD method using ORCA[19] were preformed. 

The average energy of an individual N-H…π hydrogen bond 

in the pyrrole culsters was obtained by dividing the overall 

energy by the number of the N-H…π hydrogen bonds  in the 

cluster (Table S2). For the PR-IPFB system, the possible 

interactions including πPR
…πIPFB, N-H…πIPFB and C-I…πPR 

were also calculated. It was found that the πPR
…πIPFB 

interaction (28.53 kJ/mol) was even strong than the N-H…π 

in the pyrrole dimer (26.80 kJ/mol). The C-I…πPR XB was 

slightly weaker (20.17 kJ/mol) and the N-H…πIPFB was the 

weakest with an energy of only 4.54 kJ/mol (Figure S16). The 

calculated results agree with the crystallographic structures 

very well, where both the PR-IPFB π…π adduct and pyrrole 

clusters were observed. The Figure 5 and S17 show the 

results of the calculated pyrrole clusters, where the distance 

between the N-H and the adjacent pyrrole plane, as well as 

the average energy of the hydrogen bonds in each system 

were given. 

As presented in Figure 5A, the close to “T” shaped dimer 

shown in the crystalline sponge tilts significantly after 

geometry optimization, giving a interplannar angle of 48.42° 

with an energy of 26.80 kJ/mol for the N-H…π hydrogen bond. 

The centroid to centroid distance of the two pyrrole 

molecules is 4.139 Å, almost the same with that found from 

the microwave spectroscopy (4.116 Å).[20] The average 

values in the pyrrole dimer in CS and in the pyrrole crystal 

are 4.426 and 4.501, respectively. The calculations support  

 

Figure 5. The calculated pyrrole dimer (A), trimer (B), tetramer (C) and 

pentamer (D). The dotted lines show the N-H…π hydrogen bonds with the 

distance between the hydrogen and the corresponding plane of the 

pyrrole. The average energy of the NH…π HB is indicated under each 

figure. 

the hypothesis that by forming a cyclic trimer or tetramer 

structure the average energy of N-H…π hydrogen bonds 

becomes stronger, indicating significant synergic effect 

(Figure 5B and 5C). The computational results show that the 

hydrogen bond interconnected pyrrole rings form cyclic 

tetramers, where each pyrrole acts as both HB donor and 

acceptor simultaneously. From computations the cyclic 

trimers appear to be most stable, but due to the sterical 

constrains due to available space, these trimers are not 

observed in the channels of all three crystal sponge 

structures. The pentamer can be considered as 4 + 1 

orientation, but the N-H…π hydrogen bond between the 

monomer and the tetramer is much weaker than those within 

the tetramer as indicated by the 0.2 Å longer N-H…π H-bond 

(Figure 5D). These pentamers do exist in the CS structures 

and probably result in from the confinement effect of the CS 

framework and the higher stability of the cyclic tetramer.  

Conclusion 

In conclusion, three crystalline sponge were studies as flasks to 

“re-crystallize“ pyrrole solution. It was found that pyrrole 

molecules re-orient themselves inside the channels of the ZnX2-

TPT sponges into very similar sub-structures as found in the pure 

solid pyrrole. Inside the CS the pyrrole molecules are 

pressed/guided/confined to primarily form N-H…π hydrogen-

bonded  dimers and tetramers. Interestingly, in all structures, 

IPFB&PR@ZnI2-TPT, IB&PR@ZnI2-TPT and PR@ZnBr2-TPT, 

the formation of the cyclic pyrrole tetramers occurs when the 

ZnX2-TPT framework and the two auxcilliary molecules, viz. 

iodotetrafluorbenzene (IPFB) and chloroform were present. The 

IPFB molecules form additional “wall“ component via I...I halogen 

bond to the iodine atom of the ZnI2 moiety of the framework itself 

which is needed to form a suitabale space for the pyrrole 

molecules to orient themselves. When comparing the spatial 

orientation of the pyrrole molecules in the channels of the CS with 

the same in pure solid pyrrole, it becomes evident that the 

confinement caused by the CS framework and auxcilliary 

molecules directs the pyrrole molecules to adopt the 

unprecedented cyclic tetramer, yet reminiscent to the molecular 

packing of the solid pyrrole. The theoretical calculations imply that 

a strong synergic effect of the NH...π interactions in the cyclic 

tetramer is also an important factor. Accordingly, the pyrrole 

molecules in the tetrameric cluster pack as efficiently as in the 

unsolvated crystal.  

This work demonstrates an efficient way to investigate how the 

spatial orientation of non-crystalline substrates and the molecular 

aggregating behavior is influenced by the weak intermolecular 

interactions supplemented by the confinement effects inside the 

channels of porous materials, especially crystalline sponges. 

Such aggregation and tight packing of the guests (same or 

different types) would be the basis of the potential reactions.[25] In 

this regard, utilizing the interior surface of the MOF cavity to cotrol 

the orientation of guests and guide the formation of some specific 

assembly would provide new possibilities for the supramolecular 

catalysis. 

Experimental Section 

General procedure for synthesis of the CS. 
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The sponge crystals of ZnI2-TPT and ZnBr2-TPT were synthesized using 

the modified method according to the literature.[12] In detail, 6.3 mg (0.020 

mmol) tris(4-pyridyl)-1,3,5-triazine was dissolved in ca. 4 mL CHCl3 by 

sonication. The solution was added to a 12 × 75 mm test tube. On top of 

this solution was layered carefully with 1 mL MeOH solution containing 9.6 

mg ZnI2 (0.03 mmol) or 6.8 mg ZnBr2 (0.03 mmol). The test tube was 

sealed and kept undisturbed at ambient conditions for three days. 

Colorless plate crystals were obtained on the wall of the test tube with the 

yield of ca. 60 %. The crystals were carefully taken from the test tube and 

washed with pure CHCl3 to wash away the impurity.  

Details of the crystallographic analysis 

The data for crystals of IPFB&PR@ZnI2-TPT, IB&PR@ZnI2-TPT, and 

PR@ZnBr2-TPT were collected at 100 K with a Rigaku XtaLAB AFC12 

(RINC): Kappa single CCD using rotating-anode X-ray tube (Mo-Kα , λ = 

0.71073 Å) radiation. CrysAlisPro[21] was used for both data collection and 

processing. The intensities were corrected for absorption using empirical 

method with spherical harmonics, implemented in SCALE3 ABSPACK 

scaling algorithm. The structures were solved with intrinsic phasing 

method in SHELXT[22] and refined by full-matrix least-squares methods 

using the OLEX2,[23] which utilizes the SHELXL-2015 module.[24] All non-

hydrogen atoms in IPFB&PR@ZnI2-TPT  were refined with anisotropic 

thermal parameters. While, for IB&PR@ZnI2-TPT and PR@ZnBr2-TPT, 

part of the pyrrole molecules were kept isotropic due to the high disorder. 

The details of the treatment procedure were described in the supporting 

information. Deposition Number(s) 2009942 (for IPFB&PR@ZnI2-TPT), 

2051584 (for PR&ZnBr2-TPT), and 2051585 (for IB&PR@ZnI2-TPT) 

contain(s) the supplementary crystallographic data for this paper. These 

data are provided free of charge by the joint Cambridge Crystallographic 

Data Centre and Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe Access Structures 

service www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/structures. 

Computation details 

The theoretical calculations were carried out with the program ORCA.[19b] 

The B97-3c[19a] method was used for the geometry optimization for all the 

aggregates including the pyrrole dimer, trimer, tetramer and pentamer, 

whose initial geometries were taken from the structure of IPFB&PR@ZnI2-

TPT. The energy of the optimized models were calculated by meta-hybrid 

GGA DFT functionals M06-2X with the basis set of def2-TZVPPD. The 

overall energy of intermolecular interactions in each aggregation was 

obtained from the equation of Eoverall = Eaggregation – (Emonomer1 + Emonomer2 + 
…), then the average energy of the HB can be obtained by dividing the 

overall energy by the number of the HBs in the cluster. Details of the 

optimization results were listed in the supporting information. 
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An extenal driving force from the confined space of a crystalline sponge resulted in a reorientation of the N-H…π interaction among 

pyrrole molecules. Such confinement effect leaded to the formation of pyrrole dimers and also the unprecedented clusters of cyclic 

tetramers. These results were verified by both single crystal X-ray crystallographic and computational methods. 
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